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The definition of an h-local integral domain is generalized to commutative rings. 
This new definition is in terms of Gabriel topologies; i.e., in terms of hereditary tor- 
sion theories over commutative rings. Such commutative rings are characterized by 
the decomposition of torsion modules relative to a given torsion theory. Min-local 
commutative rings constitute a special case. If R is a min-local commutative ring, 
then an injective cogenerator of a nonminimal Gabriel topology of R is the direct 
product of the injective cogenerators of all the locahzations of the given Gabriel 
topology. The ring of quotients of a min-local commutative ring with respect to a 
nonminimal Gabriel topology can be canonically embedded into the product of 
rings of quotients of localizations. All the Gabriel topologies of commutative 
valuation rings and their rings of quotients are described. If R is a min-local Priifer 
commutative ring, then the ring of quotients of R with respect to any nonminimal 
Gabriel topology of R can be canonically embedded into a product of rings of 
quotients of locahzations, each of which is a valuation ring or a topological com- 
pletion of a valuation ring. ‘c 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
R will always denote a commutative ring with identity, and all rings con- 
sidered, except some endomorphism rings, will be commutative rings. All 
R-modules will be unital. The main purpose of this paper is to relate 
hereditary torsion theories of R to localization properties of R. We will 
generally follow the notation of the B. Stenstrom text [lo] for hereditary 
torsion theories and Gabriel topologies. In addition we will freely use the 
bijective correspondence between the hereditary torsion theories of R and 
the Gabriel topologies of R [ 10, Chap. 6, Theorem 5.11. Recall that, given 
a Gabriel topology 9 of R, the class of torsion R-modules of the 
corresponding hereditary torsion theory consists of all R-modules T such 
that Ann,(x) E F for all x E T. 
The set of all maximal ideals of R will be denoted maxspec R and the set 
of all minimal prime ideals of R will be denoted minspec R. For I an ideal 
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of R, maxspec(Z) = {ME maxspec R: Zc M). If R is a domain, then JV~ will 
denote the set of all nonzero ideals of R, and JV will be used for J+‘~ if the 
ring R is understood. JV is then the Gabriel topology of the domain R 
corresponding to the “classical” hereditary torsion theory. 
The following definition is due to E. Matlis [6]. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a domain. Then R is h-local if 
(1) 1 maxspec(Z) I< cc for all ZE JV, and 
(2) 1 maxspec(P) 1 = 1 for all P E JV n spec R. 
Matlis used h-local domains to describe the domains R with the property 
that every torsion-free R-module of finite rank decomposes into a direct 
sum of rank one submodules (work summarized in [S] ). A major result 
(appearing in [6] and [7] as well as in [8] and [3]) is that h-local 
domains are the domains whose torsion modules decompose into a direct 
sum of their localizations; see Corollary 1.3. Also h-local domains have 
been used to describe the commutative rings whose finitely generated 
modules decompose into a direct sum of cyclic submodules (work sum- 
marized in [3]). Studies of this concept and generalizations of it appear in 
[ 1, 2,4]. The main goal of this paper is to generalize this definition of an 
h-local domain to commutative rings and to use this to describe hereditary 
torsion theories for commutative rings. 
If P E spec R, then Y(P) = (I: Z is a ideal of R and Z ti P}. In this case, 
F(P) is a Gabriel topology of R. We now use the notation J(r, for 
n PE minspec R 9(P), and Xwill be used for MR if the ring R is understood. 
Note that if R is a domain, then this definition of & agrees with that given 
earlier. Since the intersection of an arbitrary family of Gabriel topologies of 
R is again a Gabriel topology of R, XR is a Gabriel topology of R. 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a Gabriel topology of R. Then R is %-local if 
(1) I maxspec(Z)I < cc for all ZEF, and 
(2) I maxspec( P) 1 = 1 for all P E 9 n spec R. 
DEFINITION. R is a min-local ring if R is M-local. 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a Gabriel topology of R. If 9 n minspec R = @, 
then 9 is said to be a nonminimal Gabriel topology of R. 
Note that a domain R is h-local if and only if R is Jlr-local. Thus “9- 
local” is a generalization of “h-local” to commutative rings. In addition, a 
domain R is h-local if and only if R is min-local. Thus “min-local” is also a 
generalization of “h-local” to commutative rings. The notion of “F-local” 
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refers to the given Gabriel topology 9, while “min-local” refers to the 
largest nonminimal Gabriel topology M of R. 
If T is an R-module and ME maxspec R, then T(M) denotes (x E T: 
maxspec(Ann,(x)) c (M)} = (0) u {XE T: maxspec(Ann,(x)) = {M}}. 
Clearly T(M) is an R-submodule of T. 
We note some easily verified facts. 
(1) If R is a domain and 9 is a Gabriel topology of R, then { 0) $ F 
if and only if 9 is nonminimal. 
(2) If R is a domain, then N is the largest Gabriel topology of R 
with (0) $ JV. 
(3) If & c 4 are Gabriel topologies of R and R is &-local, then R 
is Fi -local. 
(4) If R is an h-local domain and 9 is a Gabriel topology of R with 
{ 0} $ F, then R is F-local. 
(5) If R is a min-local ring and 9 is a nonminimal Gabriel topology 
of R, then R is F-local. 
(6) Jlr = fI Pe minspec R F(P) is the largest nonminimal Gabriel 
topology of R. At the other extreme, if 9 = nMEmaxSpec R F(M), then 
9 = {R} and B is the smallest Gabriel topology of R. 
(7) If R is a domain and F0 is the Gabriel topology consisting of all 
ideals of R, then R is FO-local if and only if 1 maxspec R 1 = 1. Also every R- 
module is &-torsion. If R is &-local and maxspec R = {M}, then 
T = T(M) for all R-modules T. 
1. F-LOCAL RINGS AND THE DECOMPOSITION OF F-TORSION MODULES 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 9’ be a Gabriel topology of R and let T be an R-module. 
Then the following hold. 
(1) If T is an 9-torsion R-module and ME maxspec R - 9, then 
T(M) = (0). 
(2) If T is an F-torsion R-module and ME maxspec R - 9, then 
T,,,, z (0). 
(3) If ME maxspec R, then T(M) is an R,-module in a natural man- 
ner and T(M), r T(M). 
(4) IfM, M’Emaxspec R and Mf M’, then T(M),,,,, E (0). 
Proof: (1) Suppose x E T- { 0} and ME maxspec R - 9. Since T is 9- 
torsion, Ann,(x) E 9 and Ann.(x) ti M. We have Ann.(x) c M, for some 
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M0 E maxspec R, thus maxspec(Ann,(x)) & {M}, and hence x $ T(M). 
This verifies T(M) = (0). 
(2) Suppose XE T- (0) and ME maxspec R - %. Then Ann,(x) d 
M, and (Rx),+, z (R/Ann,(x)), z R,/(Ann,(x)), g R,,,/R, ?! (0). This 
verifies T, z (0). 
(3) Suppose XE T(M) - (0) and SE R - M. We wish to define 
(l/s)x. Since maxspec(Ann,(x)) = {M}, Ann,(x) + Rs = R. Write 
a+rs= 1 for some a~Ann,(x) and rE R. Define (1/3)x= rx. This mul- 
tiplication is independent of the choice of r and makes T(M) an R,- 
module, with T(M), E T(M). 
(4) Suppose XE T(M) - (0). Then maxspec(Ann,(x)) = {M} and so 
Ann,(x) ti M’. Therefore (Rx)~, z (R/Ann,(x)),. z R,,,./(Ann,(x)),, g 
R,,,,,/R,,,,, g {0}, and hence T(M),, z (0). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 9 be a Gabriel topology of R. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is F-local. 
(2) T=@ MEmaxSpec R T(M) for all Y-torsion R-modules T. 
(3) T=@ ME F nmaxspec R T(M) for all F-torsion R-modules T. 
(4) T=@ Msmaxspec R T(M).f or all cyclic F-torsion R-modules T. 
(5) T=@ ~s.~nnmaxspec~ T(Wf or all cyclic F-torsion R-modules T. 
(6) Tz@ ME maxspec R TM for all F-torsion R-modules T. 
(7) TE@ ME F nmaxspec R TM for all F-torsion R-modules T. 
(8) TE@ ME maxspec R T, for all cyclic F-torsion R-modules T. 
(9) TS@ ME 9 n maxspec R T, for all cyclic F-torsion R-modules T. 
Proof (2)0(3) and (4)++(5) follow from Lemma 1.1(l). 
(1) + (3) Suppose R is %-local, T is an %-torsion R-module, and 
XE T- {O}. Then Ann,(x)E % and Imaxspec(Ann,(x)) I < cc since R is 
%-local. By [3, Lemma 2.41, Rx = @;= I Rx,, where xi E Rx - (0) and 
Rxi is an indecomposable R-module for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. By [3, 
Proposition 2.51 and since R is %-local, maxspec(Ann,(xi)) = { Mi} for 
some Mi E maxspec R. Since Mi I Ann,(xJ 3 Ann,(x) E %, we have 
Mi E%. Therefore xi E T(M,) with Mj E% nmaxspec R, and hence 
x E C;= 1 T(M,). This verifies T= C,,,G F A maxspec R T(M). It is straight- 
forward to verify that this is a direct sum. 
(3) + (5) Trivial. 
(5) + (1) Suppose statement (5) holds and consider ZE %. Define T to be 
the R-module R/Z. By statement (5), T = @ ME F n maxsFc R T(M). Since T is 
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cyclic, it cannot be a direct sum of infinitely many nonzero submodules. 
Hence T= @;= I T(M,) for some M, ,..., M, E B n maxspec R. Then 
maxspec(Z) = maxspec(Ann,( T)) = maxspec fi Ann.( T(M,)) 
i=, > 
n 
=p, 
maxspec(Ann,( T(M,))) c (M, ,..., M,), 
and so 1 maxspec(Z) I< co. Now consider P E ?F n spec R. Define U = R/P. 
As above u = @ M 6 ip n maxspec R U(M). But P is a prime ideal implies U is 
indecomposable; so U = U(M,) for some M, E 5 n maxspec R. It follows 
that maxspec(P) = {M,}. This verifies that R is F-local. 
So far it has been shown that the first live statements are equivalent. 
(6) +-+ (7) and (8) ~(9) follow from Lemma 1.1(2). 
(2) + (6) Suppose statement (2) holds, T is an F-torsion R-module, and 
ME maxspec R. It suffices to show that T, g T(M). By statement (2) and 
Lemma 1.1(3) and (4), we have TM=(@PcmaxspecR T(P)), z 
0 P~maxspec R T(P), = T(M), = T(M). 
(6) -+ (8) Trivial. 
(9) -+ (1) Suppose statement (9) holds and consider IE 5. By statement 
(9), R/I= @ ME 9 n maxspec R W/Z), z @ ME 4t n maxspec R RMIIM. We have 
R,/I, & (0) if and only if M~maxspec(Z), and a cyclic module cannot 
decompose into a direct sum of infinitely many nonzero submodules; so 
1 maxspec(Z) 1< co. Now consider P E 9 n spec R. Since R/P is an indecom- 
posable R-module, we conclude similarly that 1 maxspec( P) I = 1. Hence R 
is F-local. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.3 [E. Matlis]. Let R be a domain. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is h-local. 
(2) T= @M~maxspec R T(M) for all N-torsion R-modules T. 
(3) T= &~max~~ec R T(M) for all cyclic N-torsion R-modules T. 
(4) Tr @ M~maxspec R T, for all M-torsion R-modules T. 
(5) Z-Z @ M~maxspec R T,,,, for all cyclic N-torsion R-modules T. 
Proof This is the special case of Theorem 1.2 when $r = Jf and R is a 
domain. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose 9 is a Gabriel topology of R, R is g-local, T 
is an F-torsion R-module, and ME maxspec R. Then T(M) z T,. 
Proof: This was done in the proof of Theorem 1.2, (2) --f (6). 
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2. INJECTIVE &GENERATORS 
If % is a Gabriel topology of R and ME maxspec R, then we define 
%M = {I,+,: ZE %}. In [4] we studied some relationships between % and 
%M when R is a domain. In particular, %M is a Gabriel topology of R,, 
even if R is not a domain [4, Proof of Proposition 1.23. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then the 
following hold. 
(1) Zf A is an R-module, x E A, and X denotes the canonical image of x 
in As, then (Ann,(x)), = Ann.,(x). 
(2) Zf B is an Rs-module and x E B, then (Ann,(x)), = Ann.,(x). 
Proof (1) is well known, and (2) is a special case of (1). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ME maxspec R, P E minspec R, P c M, and Z an ideal 
of R. Then Z d P tf and only tf I, d P,. 
Proof Clearly Zc P implies I, c P,. Conversely, suppose Z 9? P. Let 
XE I- P and let X denote the canonical image of x in R,. We check that 
XEZ, - P, since P is a prime ideal of R. Hence I, & P,. Q.E.D. 
We will follow the notation of [3, p. 141. Namely, if ME maxspec R, 
then let n ,,,,: R + R, be the canonical ring homomorphism. If Z is an ideal 
of R, then I,,., can be viewed as an ideal of R, via rc,,,. Also if J is an ideal 
of R,, then we use J’ for z,‘(J). If Z is an ideal of R, then (Z,,,,)c 3 Z. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf F is a nonminimal Gabriel topology of R and ME 
maxspec R, then 9& is a nonminimal Gabriel topology of R,. 
Proof Suppose this is not true. Let JE %M n minspec R, with J= I, 
for some ZE %. We use P for J’ with P E minspec R. Since % is non- 
minimal, P $ %, and hence Z ti P. By Lemma 2.2, I, Ct P,. But then 
J= I,,, & P, = J, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be a min-local ring, 9 a nonminimal Gabriel 
topology of R, and T an R-module. Then T is an S-torsion R-module tf and 
only tf TM is an SM-torsion R,-module for all ME maxspec R. 
Proof: Suppose T is %-torsion. Since R is %-local, Tz 
@ MEmaxSpec R TM by Theorem 1.2. Suppose ME maxspec R and x E T,,,,. 
Since T is %-torsion, Ann,(x)E%. By Lemma 2.1(2), Ann,,(x) = 
(Ann,(x)), E %M. This verifies that T, is an %M-torsion R,-module. 
Conversely, suppose T, is an %M-torsion R,-module for all ME 
maxspec R. Consider P E minspec R. Then there exists ME maxspec R with 
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P c M. Let x E T and let X denote the canonical image of x in T,. Since % 
is a nonminimal Gabriel topology of R, then %M is a nonminimal Gabriel 
topology of R, by Lemma 2.3. We have P, E minspec RM, and hence 
Ann,,(x) & P,. By Lemma 2.1( 1) and Lemma 2.2, we have Ann,(x) ti 
P; i.e., Ann.(x) E%(P). Therefore Ann,(x) E nPEminspec R %(P) = N. Since 
R is a min-local ring, maxspec(Ann,(x)) = {Ml,..., M,} for some 
M, ,..., M, E maxspec R. For each i = 1) 2 )...) n, (AnnR(x))M, = 
Ann,,@) E %i,,, where X is the canonical image of x in T,,, and hence 
(Ann,(x)),Z = (Zi),+,, for some I, E 9. By [3, Lemma 2.11, 
n 
Ann,&) = ,,,~s,,, Wnn&))d =fi ~~Ann&hd’ 
i= 1 
= /j ((zi)M,)C 3 fi Ii E %. 
i=l i= 1 
Therefore Ann,(x) E %. This verifies that T is an %-torsion R-module. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a min-local ring, % a nonminimal Gabriel 
topology of R, and I an ideal of R. Then I E % tf and only tf I, E %M for all 
ME maxspec R. 
Proof IE % if and only if R/I is an %-torsion R-module if and only if 
(R/Z), is an %M-torsion R,-module for all ME maxspec R. But (R/Z), z 
R,lI,, and R,/I, is an %M-torsion R,-module if and only if I, E %M. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2.5 is a translation of Proposition 2.4 from torsion theories to 
Gabriel topologies. These two results are generalizations of [4, 
Theorem 2.41 from domains to commutative rings. 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf R is a min-local ring, % a nonminimal Gabriel topology of 
R, M, M’ E maxspec R with M # M’, A an %-torsion R-module, and B an R- 
module, then Hom,(A,, BM,) r (0). 
Proof Let f E Hom,(A,,,, B,+,,). Consider XE A,,,. We have R is 
%-local and hence A, g A(M) by Corollary 1.4. By this isomorphism 
{M} 1 maxspec(Ann,(x)); therefore Ann,(x) c Ann.(f(x)) implies 
{M} 3 maxspec(Ann,( f (x))). Then (Rf(x))M. z (R/Ann,(f(x))),, g 
RM/Ann.(f(x)),, z R,,/R,, r (0). It must be the case that f(x)=O. 
Therefore f = 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.7. Zf ME maxspec R and A and B are R,-modules, then 
Hom,(A, B) = Horn&A, B). 
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ProoJ: Straightforward or [S, p. 4173. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let ME maxspec R and A an R,-module. Then A is an 
injective R-module if and only if A is an injective R,-module. 
Proof. Well known or [S, p. 4171. 
THEOREM 2.9. If R is a min-local ring, S a nonminimal Gabriel topology 
of R, and C[M] an injective cogenerator for the Gabriel topology FM of R, 
for all ME maxspec R, then I-I,,,, E maxspec R C[ M] is an injective cogenerator 
for the Gabriel topology 9 of R. 
Proof Let c = nM E maxspec R C[M]. By Lemma 2.8, each C[M] is an 
injective R-module, and hence C is an injective R-module. To show that C 
is a cogenerator for 9, we must show that T is an F-torsion R-module if 
and only if Horn R( T, C) 2 {O}. 
Suppose T is an F-torsion R-module. R is F-local; hence TE 
0 ME maxspec R T, by Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 2.4, T, is an YM-torsion 
R,-module for all ME maxspec R. Since C[M] is a cogenerator for &.,, 
HomR,( T,, C[M] ) g { 0 >. By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.6, 
IO)= rI HOm.,(Tm c[Ml) 
ME maxspec R 
= n HOm.(T,, c[Ml) - 
ME maxspec R 
z l-I HOm,(T,,, c[Ml) 
(b4.M’) E (maxspec R)z 
z fl Horn, @ TM,, C[M] 
ME maxspec R M’ E maxspec R 
z n HOm,(T, c[Ml) 
ME maxspec R 
E Hom,( T, C). 
Conversely, suppose T is an R-module that is not p-torsion. There 
exists XET with Ann,(x)#F. By Corollary 2.5, there exists 
MO ~maxspec R with (AnnR(x))M,, $9&. Let X denote the canonical 
image of x in T,. By Lemma 2.1(l), AnnRMO(%) = (Ann,(x)),, $ FMO. 
Since CIMO] is a cogenerator for 9&,, there exists a nonzero RwO- 
homomorphism RM,Y + CIMO]. Hence there exists a nonzero R- 
481/101/1-IO 
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homomorphism Rx -+ R,,& -+ C[M,J. Since C= nMEmaxSpec R C[M] is 
an injective R-module, Hom,(T, C) $ (0). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.10. If R is an h-local domain, 2F a Gabriel topology of R, 
and C[M] an injective cogenerator for the Gabriel topology FM of R, for 
all ME maxspec R, then nME maxspec R C[ M] is an injective cogenerator for 
the Gabriel topology F of R. 
ProoJ If (0) E 9, this is straightforward. If (0) +! 9, then this is a 
special case of Theorem 2.9. Q.E.D. 
We briefly discuss some examples. Suppose R is a domain and let 
9 = NR be the Gabriel topology corresponding to the classical torsion 
theory of R. Let Q be the quotient field of R. Then the R-module Q is an 
injective cogenerator for the Gabriel topology 9 of R. For ME maxspec R, 
FM = N& and the R,-module C[M] = Q is an injective cogenerator for 
the Gabriel topology &, of R,. For an injective cogenerator, in a direct 
product repeated factors may be deleted or like factors may be added and 
the resulting module will still be an injective cogenerator. Therefore 
r-I M~maxspec R c[Ml = ~Mmqxx R Q is also an injective cogenerator for 
the Gabriel topology 9 of R. Thus Corollary 2.10 is true in this special 
case, even though R may not be h-local. 
We generalize the example of the preceding paragraph to non- 
domains. Suppose 9 = MR. For ME maxspec R, we have &,, = N&, by 
Lemma 2.3. By [ 10, Chap. 9, Exercise 161, an injective cogenerator for 
the Gabriel topology $$,, = npe,inspecRy 9(P) of R, is C[M] = 
n PE minspec RY ER,( R,/P), where ERM( R,/P) is the R,,,,-injective nvelope 
of the R,-module R,/P. For PE minspec R,, x,‘(P) E minspec R and the 
R-module ERM(RM/P) is R-isomorphic to E,(R/xn,‘(P)), where 
ER(R/x;I(P)) is the R-injective envelope of the R-module R/x,‘(P). Again 
by [ 10, Chap. 9, Exercise 163, an injective cogenerator for the Gabriel 
toPologY F of R is ~PC m,nspec R E,(R/P). By adding repeated factors if 
necessary, this is R-isomorphic to 
n aw= fl 
M~maxspec R M~max~pec R 
( n 
P E minspec RM 
E,,(RdP)), 
which is then also an injective cogenerator for the Gabriel topology 9 of 
R. Thus Theorem 2.9 is true in this special case, even though R may not be 
a min-local ring. 
3. BICOMMUTATORS AND RINGS OF QUOTIENTS 
For the most part we follow the terminology of the Stenstriim text [lo] 
for rings of quotients RF and bicommutators. We first summarize the 
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bicommutator construction. We view R-modules as right R-modules. Let C 
be an injective cogenerator of the Gabriel topology B of R. Let H = 
Hom.(C, C), the endomorphism ring of right R-homomorphisms of C. 
Then in general H is a noncommutative ring and C is an H-R-bimodule. 
The bicommutator of C, denoted Bit(C), is Bit(C) = Hom,(C, C), the ring 
of left H-endomorphisms of C. We will also assume that C is a counter- 
cyclic module; so that by [ 10, Chap. 9, Theorem 3.31 R, E Bit(C) as 
rings. By [ 10, Chap. 9, Exercise 21 since R is a commutative ring, then R,- 
is also a commutative ring. Hence Bit(C) will be a commutative ring. 
For the rest of this section we will assume that R is a min-local ring and 
B is a nonminimal Gabriel topology of R. For ME maxspec R, we let 
C[M] be an injective cogenerator for the Gabriel topology &, of R,. We 
define C = rIM E maxspec R C[M]. By Theorem 2.9, C is an injective 
cogenerator for the Gabriel topology 9 of R. Replacing C by a product of 
copies of C if necessary, we may assume that C is a countercyclic module 
and also that C[ M] is a countercyclic module for all ME maxspec R. As in 
the preceding paragraph, H = Hom,(C, C) and Bit(C) = Horn&C, C). 
Hence R, z Bit(C). The notation for the localizations will be as 
follows. Let H(M) = Hom.,(C[M], C[M]) and Bic,(C[M]) = 
HomHcM, (CCW, CCW ). Hence (RMbM g BicdCCMl). For 
M~maxspec R we define 7~~1: C+ C[M] and i,: C[M] -+ C to be the 
canonical projection and inclusion maps. Then nM and i, are R-module 
homomorphisms. 
For ME maxspec R and 4 E Bic( C), define #,+, to be the composition 
dM = 7t,di,; i.e., C[M] -+ lM C + * C + nM C[M]. 
LEMMA 3.1. With the assumptions made above, I$,,,, is an H(M)- 
homomorphism; i.e., qSM E Bic,,,,(C[M]). 
ProoJ It is easy to check that 4 is an R-homomorphism; so dM 
is a right R-homomorphism. Consider x E C[M] and f E H(M) = 
Hom.,(C[M], C[M]). By Lemma 2.7, Hom,,(C[M], C[M]) = 
Hom,(C[M], C[M]). We define f by f= i,j”nn,. Hence 7~ 
Hom,(C, C) = H. It is straightforward to check that frcM = rc,,,Mf; i.e., the 
diagram 
C~C[M] 
7 
I I 
f 
C~C[M] 
commutes. We will write elements of C= nMEmaxSpec R C[M] as tuples 
(c,,,,), where cM E C[M]. Consider 
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dM(fX) = ~M@iM(f(X)) = ~Mu(4((0,...>  f(x), OY >)I 
= %4(4(.jl (O,..., 0, x7 0,...>))=71M~~((O,..., 0, x,0,...>) 
= f~McfY(O,..., 0, x o,... >I = f~,w&M(X) = fddx). 
This verifies that d,,,, is an H(M)-homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a min-local ring, F a nonminimal Gabriel 
topology of R, and C[M] an injective cogenerator for the Gabriel topology 
&., of R, for all ME maxspec R. Let C = fl,,,, EmaxSpec R C[M], and suppose 
that C and all the C[M] are countercyclic modules. Define 
x: WC) -, llM.maxs,ec R BicdCCMI) by x(d) = (4,+,) for 4 E WC). 
Then x is a ring monomorphism. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 3.1, the tuple (dM) =x(d) is in the indicated 
product. For M’ E maxspec R, we define h,,: C -+ C by h,.( (c~)) = 
(O,..., 0, c M,, O,...) for (c~) EC. Thus h, =i,rc, and h, E 
Hom,( C, C) = H. 
Suppose 4, II/ E Bit(C) = Hom,(C, C)). Then for ME maxspec R and 
cM E C[M], we have II/iM(cM) = $( (0 ,..., 0, c~, 0 ,... )) = $(hM (0 ,..., 
0, cM, 0 ,... ))=hM$((O ,..., 0, c~, 0 ,... ))=iMx,+,$i,,JcM), or *i, = 
iMnMUiM. Hence (cW)~ = nMWM = ~Mc4iM~M$iM) = (~M4iMN~M$iM) 
=~MICI~I,andso~(~IC/)=((~ICI)M)=(~MICI~I)=(~M)(IC/M)=~(~)~(~). 
We easily find that x(4+$)=x(d)+ I($). This verifies that x is a ring 
homomorphism. 
Suppose 4 E ker x. Then oM = 0 for all ME maxspec R. Suppose 
x = (c~) EC and denote d(x) = (fM) E C. Then for M~maxspec R, 
O= $M(cM) =’ ~,w&,w(c,wu) = ~,d((%.., 0, c,w, O,...)) = ~,,,d(h,+, <c-M)) 
= ~Mh~~((c~M))=~Mh~(f~)=71~(0,...,0,fiM, O,...) =f,,,, and so 
0 = f,,,. Hence 4(x) = (f,,,) = 0; i.e., 4 = 0. This verifies that x is a one-to- 
one homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If R is a min-local ring and 9 a nonminimal Gabriel 
topology of R, then there is a canonical ring monomorphism 
RF --t n (Rw),,. 
ME maxspec R 
Proof: This is a translation of Theorem 3.2 from bicommutators to 
rings of quotients. 
In general, the monomorphism of Corollary 3.3 need not be surjective. 
For a trivial example, take R to be the ring of integers and 9 = {R}. Then 
clearly the monomorphism is not surjective. In fact, this embedding is not a 
full embedding. By a full embedding into a product, we mean the com- 
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position of the embedding and the canonical projection maps are all surjec- 
tive. If R is a domain and 9 = JV, then the embedding of Corollary 3.3 is a 
full embedding. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
We say that a ring R is a valuation ring if R # (0) and any two ideals of 
R are comparable; i.e., one is a subset of the other. If R is a valuation ring 
and P E spec R, then F(P) = (I: Z is an ideal of R and P g Z} and 
F(P) u {P} = {I: Z is an ideal of R and P c Z}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be a valuation ring. Then 9 is a Gabriel topology of 
R tf and only if either 
(1) 9 is the set of all ideals of R, or 
(2) there exists P E spec R with 9 = F(P), or 
(3) thereexists PEspecR with P2=PandB=F(P)u{P}. 
Proof By [4, Theorem 3.31, the Gabriel topologies of valuation 
domains are as described in (2) and (3). By making minor modifications of 
that proof, we can prove this result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a valuation ring and 5 a Gabriel topology of R. 
Then the following hold. 
(1) Zf 9 is the set of all ideals of R, then RF g (0). 
(2) Zf.F=F(P)for PEspecR, then R, rR,. 
(3) Zf % = 9(P) u {P> for P E spec R with P2 = P, then R, 1 
Horn r-,r&/t(f’)~ f’/W)> h w ere t is the torsion radical corresponding to 8. 
We use a bar to denote modulo t(P). Moreover the following hold. 
(3a) Zf P= {0}, then R9 r (0). (This is case (1) again.) 
WI If P# PI and P contains a regular element of 8, then 
R, z i?,-. 
(3~) If P # (0) and P does not contain a regular element of R, then 
A 
there exists TE spec R with RIP E Rr, the completion of the valuation ring Rr 
in the topology with a neighborhood base at zero consisting of the set of all 
nonzero ideals of Ki. 
Proof. ( 1) Straightforward. 
(2) This is described in [lo, Chap. 9, Sect. 1, EMmple 21. 
(3) Suppose F=F(P)u{P} f or PE spec R with P2 = P. By [ 10, 
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Chap. 91 and the fact that {P} is a cofinal subset of 9, we have R, FZ 
lim.I,, Hom,(J, R/t(R)) z Hom,(P, R/t(R)). Since Hom,(t(P), R/t(R)) E 
{0}, R, E Hom,(P, R/t(R)) z Hom,(P/t(P), R/t(R)). Since P* = P and 
t(P) = t(R), 
R, z Hom,( P/t( P), R/t(R)) z Hom,( P/t( P), P/t(P)) 
z Horn R,f(P)(wm P/t(P)). 
(3a) Straightforward. 
(3b) Suppose P # (0) and P contains a regular element of R. In the 
terminology of the Shores and Lewis paper [9], P is a finitely faithful serial - - 
module over the valuation ring R. By [9, Theorem 2.31, Horn,-(P, P) z Ri 
for some 7~ spec 8. By looking at the proof of [9, Theorem 2.31, we have 
T= P. Hence 
R, g Horn 
- - 
RIt&‘/t(p), P/t(P)) = Homdp, PI z 1~. 
(3~) Suppose P # (0) and P does not contain a regular element of R. 
In the terminology of [9], P is a nonfinitely faithful serial R-module. Let 
a(P) = (AnnR(X): X E P- {a}} and let T= u a(B). Then fe spec R by [9, 
Theorem 3.31, and n a(P)= (01 and (0) 4 a(P) by [9, p. 8941. Hence 
the topology of R with a neighborhood base at 0 consisting of a(B) is the 
same as the topology of R with a neighborhood base at b consisting of all 
the nonzero ideals of 1, called the R-topology. Also 7= u a(P) = {FE 8: 
there exists X E is- (6’) with FF = O}. Thus R - 7 consists of the regular 
elements of K, and Rris the total quotient ring of R (or the classical ring of 
quotients of R). The set 6X(B) generates the Rr-topology of Kr. By [9, 
- - 
Theorem 3.3(v)], R, z HomR(P, P) z $, where the completion is with 
respect o the Rr-topology. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If R is a valuation ring and B a Gabriel topology of R 
with { 0} $9, then either R, is a valuation ring or R, is a topological com- 
pletion of a valuation ring. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. 
In Corollary 4.3 the R, is a local ring by [9, Corollary 3.43. It would be 
desirable to conclude that R, is a valuation ring. Unfortunately, this is not 
always possible. The next example appears in [9, Example 3.111. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. There exists a valuation ring R and a Gabriel topology 9 
of R with {0}+9 such that R, is not a valuation ring. 
ProoJ Let F be a field and let R0 be the valuation domain consisting of 
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all series C,“= 0 rn Xqn, where r,, E F, q,, is a nonnegative rational number, 
n < m implies q,, < qm, and lim, _ o. qn = co. This R, is similar to [ 11, 
Example 2, p. 1011. Let I, be the cyclic ideal of R, generated by 1X’. Let 
R = R,/Z,,. We can view R as the valuation ring with elements Cy=:=o rnXqn, 
where rn E F, qn is a rational number, 0 < qn < 1, and n, < n2 implies 
qn, cpn2. Of course the integer m may vary with different elements of R. 
Let R be the completion of R in the R-topology; i.e., the topology of R 
with a neighborhood base at zero consisting of all the nonzero ideals of R. 
Then Z? can be viewed as the set of all elements C,“=, r,Xqn, where rn E F, 
q,, is a rational number, 0 6 qn < 1, n, < n2 implies qn, < qn2, and 
lim, + m qn = 1. Then k is a commutative ring, but Z? is not a valuation ring 
since the elements 1X’/* and C,“=0 1X1-(1’2)“+’ of Z? have the property that 
neither divides the other. 
Let A4 be the maximal ideal of R. Then spec R = {M} and M* = M. Let 
F = {R, M} = F(M) u {M}. Relative to 9, the torsion submodule of A4 
is (0). Hence RF g Homa(A?, M) g Hom,(M, M) % KM E Z?, which is not 
a valuation ring. Q.E.D. 
We define R to be a Priifer ring if R, is a valuation ring for all 
A4 E maxspec R. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf R is a min-local Prtifer ring and 9 a nonminimal 
Gabriel topology of R, then there is a canonical ring monomorphism R, + 
l-I M~maxspec R Ubb.w where (RM)4FM is a valuation ring or a topological 
completion of a valuation ring for all ME maxspec R. 
Proof: By Corollary 3.3, we obtain the ring monomorphism. (0) $ &,, 
by Lemma 2.3. The result then follows from Corollary 4.3. Q.E.D. 
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